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asteroid blaster vr

Has a nice addicting quality. Should be priced a little lower IMHO as its really pretty simplistic. Fun regardless.. Attempting to
get into the "Options" menu does not work. Is there a fix? This game has been out for 2 years now, and it seems that you've had
plenty of time to work out any bugs. I wouldn't recommend this game in its' current form.. This game is very much a vr version
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of asteroids from years ago. Asteroids are gigantic and very realistic looking. Your gonna have fun busting these rocks up.. Odd
that such a basic VR games is one of the most immersive, fun and beautiful VR games to date.. Attempting to get into the
"Options" menu does not work. Is there a fix? This game has been out for 2 years now, and it seems that you've had plenty of
time to work out any bugs. I wouldn't recommend this game in its' current form.. Fun blaster. Reminds me a lot of the original
where flying around took some skills that I sorely lack. Not for anyone that suffers vertigo. You are falling through space! I
think it should default to wave mode as the arcade (endless) mode gets too hectic too quickly. In endless if you could at least
clear the map before more crap came at you that would be nice. There are sooo many shiny things to collect but all seem just a
bit too far away I am always out of thrust. I think you need to coast more and/or the shiny objects should be slightly attracted
towards you.. This games work fine oculus rift very fun game to play and very addicting. Remember the game Asteroids? That
game sucked pockets of quarters from me. This spiritual successor puts you in a 360 environment floating in space. You fly by
jet pack and have the famous hyperspace. It sounds really simple right? Throw in gigantic asteroids sometimes flying at
breakneck speed and you are in for a frantic experience. Beware those pesky aliens.
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